Abstract In this paper, Robust Bayesian analysis of the generalized half logistic distribution (GHLD) under an ϵ-contamination class of priors for the shape parameter λ is considered. ML-II Bayes estimators of the parameters, reliability function and hazard function are derived under the squared-error loss function (SELF) and linear exponential (LINEX) loss function by considering the Type II censoring and the sampling scheme of Bartholomew(1963) . Both the cases when scale parameter is known and unknown is considered under Type II censoring and under the sampling scheme of Bartholomew. Simulation study and analysis of a real data set are presented.
Introduction and preliminaries
Half logistic has been used in many reliability and survival analysis (especially when the data is censored). Inferences for the half logistic distribution (HLD) have been discussed by several authors. Balakrishnan (1985) discussed on order statistics from the HLD. Balakrishnan and Puthenpura (1986) introduced the best linear unbiased estimators of location and scale parameters of the HLD through linear functions of order statistics. Balakrishnan and Asgharzadeh (2005) gave the inferences for the scaled HLD based on progressively Type II censored samples. Balakrishnan and Hossain (2007) considered generalized (Type II) version of logistic distribution and derived some interesting properties of the distribution. Arora, Bhimani and Patel (2010) obtained the maximum likelihood estimator of the shape parameter in a GHLD based on Type I progressive censoring with varying failure rates. Asgharzadeh, Rezaie and Abdi (2011) compared the methods of estimation for the HLD. Kim, Kang and Seo (2011) proposed the Bayes estimators of the shape parameter and reliability function for the GHLD based on progressively Type II censored data under various loss functions. Seo, Lee and Kang (2012) developed an entropy estimation method for the upper record values from the GHLD. Azimi (2013) derived the Bayes estimators of the shape parameter and the reliability function for the GHLD based on Type II doubly censored samples. Seo and Kang (2014) derived the entropy of GHLD by using the Bayes estimators of an unknown parameter based on Type II censored samples. They also compared these estimators in terms of the mean square error and the bias. Recently, Chaturvedi, Kang and Pathak (2016) developed estimation and testing procedures for the powers of the parameter and the reliability function under Type II censoring and under the sampling scheme of Bartholomew (1963) . (1.1)
The reliability function is
2 ) −λ (1.2) and the hazard-rate comes out to be
Form (1.3), we conclude that the GHLD is fit for the situation when we have increasing failure-rate. The purpose of the present paper is to give robust Bayesian analysis of parameters, hazard function and reliability function of GHLD. In Section 2 and 4 respectively, for known scale parameter, we obtained the robust Bayes estimators of these parametric functions under SELF and LINEX loss functions considering Type II censoring and the sampling scheme of Bartholomew (1963) . In Section3 and 5 respectively, we consider the case when both shape and scale parameters are unknown. In Section 6, simulation study is performed by using Monte Carlo simulation method, when scale parameter is known. In Section 7, analysis of a real data set using MCMC and Gibbs sampling technique is performed, for the case when both the parameters are unknown. Finally, in Section 8, discussion and some concluding remarks are presented.
Robust Bayesian analysis under Type II censoring with known scale parameter
Let n items are put on a life test and the test is terminated after r th failure, so that, (n − r) items survived. Let us denote by 0 < X (1) ≤ X (2) ≤ . . . ≤ X (r) , 0 < r < n, the lifetimes of first r failures. Denoting by
) and x = (x (1) , x (2) , . . . , x (r) ), the likelihood function is [Seo, Kim and Kang (2013) ].
For the prior density, we consider the following ϵ-contamination class of prior distribution for λ [Berger (1985) ].
ROBUST BAYESIAN ANALYSIS OF GENERALIZED HALF LOGISTIC DISTRIBUTION where ϵ (0 ≤ ϵ ≤ 1) is pre-assigned and represents the probability of error in the elicitation of the prior
We consider the base prior, a natural conjugate prior, given by the pdf
where (µ o , ν) represents the vector of hyper parameters. The contamination class G is the class of all natural conjugate priors with the vector of hyper parameters (µ, ν), which is given as
The predictive density corresponding to the prior
Using (2.1) and (2.4), we obtain from (2.5) that
The predictive density corresponding to the base prior is obtained from (2.6) when µ = µ o . Now, using (2.2), the predictive density corresponding to the generic prior π ∈ Γ is
In the ML-II process, we choose the value of the unknown hyper parameter µ in a data dependent fashion by maximizing the predictive density m(x | π) over the class of all prior π ∈ Γ. Since g o is fixed, we have
and m(x | g) is maximized when we replace µ by its maximum likelihood estimator (MLE), which is given bŷ
Thus, the ML-II prior density is given bŷ
From Berger and Berliner (1983) , the ML-II posterior of λ is obtained aŝ
where 
(2.12)
Under SELF
Now we derive the ML-II estimators of the powers of λ, hazard-rate and reliability function under SELF. We also derive the expression for posterior variance. It is well known that the Bayes estimator of any parametric function under SELF is its posterior mean. Also the well known form of SELF for estimating λ through its estimatorλ is given by
Let us first obtain the Bayes estimator λ p (p is finite and non zero) and its posterior variance in the following theorem.
Theorem 1
The ML-II posterior mean and variance of λ p are given, respectively by
(2.14)
Proof Using (2.9), we have 
where (2.19) and 
Corollary 1
The Bayes estimator of λ when p=1 is given bŷ
Corollary 2
The posterior variance of λ when p=1 is given by
Now in the following Theorem, we obtain the ML-II estimator and posterior variance of the hazard rate function, as follows
Theorem 2
The ML-II estimator of the hazard rate function h(t) is given by
Proof
It follows from the fact that
Upon using (2.16) and (2.17) with p = 1 in (2.23), we get (2.22).
Theorem 3
The posterior variance of the hazard rate function h(t) is given by
(2.24)
(2.25)
Now, applying (2.21) in (2.25), we get (2.24).
In Theorem 4 and Theorem 5, we will obtain the ML-II estimator and the posterior variance of the reliability function R(t), respectively.
Theorem 4
The ML-II estimator of the reliability function R(t) is given by
Proof
Proceeding in a similar manner as in Theorem 2, we get
, then the above expression can be written as
] −(r+ν) (2.27) and similarly,R
on using (2.27) and (2.28) in (2.26) yield the required result.
Theorem 5
The posterior variance of the reliability function R(t) is given by
.
Proof

Let us denoteR
. By using (2.27) and (2.28) and proceeding in a similar manner as in the second part of Theorem 1, we get (2.29).
Under LINEX
Let us now derive the ML-II estimators of λ, hazard-rate and reliability function under LINEX loss function. The expression for the LINEX loss function is given by
where ∆ =λ − λ. For a = 1, the function is quite asymmetric with overestimation being more serious than underestimation. When a < 0, (2.30) behaves almost exponential when ∆ < 0 and almost linear when ∆ > 0.
For small values of |a|, the function is almost symmetric and close to SELF, viz.,
Under the LINEX loss function (2.30), he ML-II estimator λ is given bỹ
Theorem 6
The ML-II estimator of λ is given bỹ
(2.32)
, then the above expression can be rewritten as
Upon rewriting (2.34) with (2.35) and (2.36) yield (2.32).
The expectation of the LINEX loss function forλ with respect to ML-II posterior distribution of λ is
(2.37)
Next we obtain the ML-II estimator of hazard rate function h(t) respectively. Proceeding in a similar manner as in Theorem 6 and denotingφ
, the expressions for ML-II estimator of h(t) under LINEX can be derived as follows.
Theorem 7
The expectation of the LINEX loss function for h(t) is obtained as aEπ * (h(t) −h(t))
In order to derive the ML-II estimator of the reliability function R(t), let us denoteψ
, then the expressions for ML-II estimator of R(t) under LINEX can be derived as follows.
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Theorem 8
The ML-II estimator of the reliability function R(t) under LINEX is given by
Further, the posterior expectation for the LINEX loss function of R(t) is given by
(2.40)
Robust Bayesian analysis under Type II censoring with unknown shape and scale parameters
In this section we assume that both the parameters of the generalized half logistic distribution are unknown. We assume the following prior distribution to carry out the robust Bayesian analysis for the generalized half logistic distribution by assuming independent priors for both the parameters.
where
with g o and g as defined in (2.3) and (2.4), respectively. The density of P (σ), the prior for the scale parameter σ, is assumed to be inverted gamma
The predictive density corresponding to the prior π(σ, λ) comes out to be
In order to obtain, the ML-II Bayes estimate of λ and σ under Type II censoring, we need their marginal posterior under the base prior q o and the generic prior q. But, in the present situation it is not possible to get explicit expressions for them. We, therefore, apply Gibbs sampler to get the samples from the marginal distributions of these parameters. For this the full conditionals of λ given σ is given bŷ
Similarly, by combining the likelihood (2.1) with the prior (3.2), we get the conditional posterior density of
4. Robust Bayesian analysis under the sampling scheme of Bartholomew with known scale parameter 
Let us consider for the prior density, the same ϵ-contamination class of prior distribution as in Section 2. Then the predictive density corresponding to the prior g(λ | µ) in the sampling scheme of Bartholomew is given by
Using (4.1) and (2.4), we obtain from (4.2) that
3)
The predictive density corresponding to the base prior is obtained from (4.3) when µ = µ o . Now, as earlier, in the sampling scheme of Bartholomew the predictive density corresponding to the generic prior π ∈ Γ is given by (2.7).
As we have already discussed here also we choose the value of the unknown hyper parameter µ in a data dependent fashion by maximizing the predictive density m(x | π) over the class of all prior π ∈ Γ. Since g o is fixed, we have
From Berger and Berliner (1983), the ML-II posterior of λ is obtained aŝ 
Similarly, we get
(4.8)
Under SELF
Now we state without proofs some results concerning point estimators under the sampling scheme of Bartholomew. The proofs are on similar lines as in Type II censoring case.
Theorem 9
The ML-II posterior mean and variance of λ p under SELF are given, respectively by
Theorem 10
The ML-II estimator of the hazard rate function h(t) under SELF is given by 
Theorem 11
The posterior variance of the hazard rate function h(t) under SELF is given by
Theorem 12
The ML-II estimator of the reliability function R(t) under SELF is given by
] −(r+ν) .
Theorem 13
The posterior variance of the reliability function R(t) under SELF is given by
Under LINEX
Theorem 14
The ML-II estimator of λ under LINEX is given bỹ
Theorem 15
The ML-II estimator of the hazard rate function h(t) under LINEX is given by
Theorem 16
Robust Bayesian analysis under the sampling scheme of Bartholomew censoring with unknown shape and scale parameters
Under the same set up as in Section 3, the predictive density corresponding to the prior π(σ, λ) under the sampling scheme of Bartholomew comes out to be
Again, to obtain, the ML-II Bayes estimate of λ and σ under the sampling scheme of Bartholomew, we need their marginal posterior under the base prior q o and the generic prior q. But, it is not possible to get explicit expressions for them. We, therefore, apply Gibbs sampler to get the samples from the marginal distributions of these parameters. For this the full conditionals of λ given σ is given bŷ
6. Simulation study
When scale parameter is known
In order to obtain the ML-II Bayes estimates of λ under Type II censoring, we have generated 1000 samples using Monte Carlo simulation method, each of size 50 from GHLD with λ = 2 and σ = 1.2. For each sample we arranged the data in ascending order and considered a sample of first 25 and 30 observations, respectively. We have considered the values of the hyper-parameters of the base prior to be (µ o = 0.5, ν = 4) and (µ o = 1.5, ν = 4) and obtained the ML-II Bayes estimates of λ under SELF and LINEX loss functions. We used the software R (www.r-project.org) for the computations of functions in the various expressions.
For various values of ϵ the average ML-II posterior mean, posterior risk and average ML-II posterior variance under SELF and LINEX for λ by considering Type II censoring for r = 25 and 30 is presented in Table 1 . To investigate R(t) and h(t) under Type II censoring, we have generated 1000 samples using Monte Carlo simulation method, each of size 50 from GHLD with λ = 2 and σ = 1. For r = 25, we obtained the ML-II Bayes estimates of R(t) and h(t) under SELF and LINEX loss functions, with the same values of the hyper-parameters as considered earlier.
In Table 2 , R(t), the average ML-II posterior mean and average variance for different values of t, u o and ϵ under SELF and Type II censoring are presented and in Table 3 , h(t), the average ML-II posterior mean and average ML-II posterior variance for different values of t, u o and ϵ under SELF and Type II censoring are presented. Also the average ML-II posterior mean for different values of t under LINEX by considering Type II censoring for R (t) and h(t) are presented in Table 4 and Table 5 . In order to apply Type II censoring scheme, we obtain first 12 lifetimes from the data and rest 4 observations are considered as censored. We consider the values of the hyper parameters of the base prior to be (µ o = 4, ν = 4) and (µ o = 8, ν = 4). As in this case both the shape and scale parameters are unknown, therefore we use the algorithm given in Section 6.2.
In order to obtain ML-II Bayes estimates under SELF and LINEX loss functions, we use Gibbs sampling technique. We observe from (2.10) and (2.11) that g * o (λ | σ) and g * (λ | σ) both follow gamma distribution, therefore we obtain sample values form conditional posterior of λ using rgamma( ) function available in R. However the conditional posterior for σ does not follow any standard distribution. We therefore use MetropolisHastings algorithm to generate sample values for σ. We use inverted gamma distribution as proposal density. To obtain sample values from the proposal density, we use inverted gamma function available in MCMCpack in R.
We run MCMC chain with a randomly chosen value of σ and generate 50000 observations. To diminish the effect of the starting distribution, we discard the first 10000 observations and focus on the remaining 40000. The diagnostic plots for λ and σ for different values of ϵ and µ o = 4 and µ o = 8 are given in Figure 1 and 2, respectively. The trace plot shows that the mean of the Markov chain is constant over the graph and is stabilized. The chain is able to traverse the support of the target distribution, and the mixing is good. The trace plot shows that the Markov chain appears to have reached a stationary distribution. Using auto-correlation plots given in Figure 3 and in Figure 4 for µ o = 4 and µ o = 8 we conclude that we should pick every 50 th observation. Therefore, to provide relatively independent samples for improvement of prediction accuracy, we calculate the Bayesian MCMC estimates by the means of every sampled values after discarding the first 10000 values from 50000.
In Figure 1 
Discussion and conclusion
From Table 1 , we conclude that the posterior risk is decreasing as number of failures i.e., r is increasing. Also from Table 1 -3, it can be seen that ML-II posterior variance under SELF for λ, R(t) and h(t) is decreasing as epsilon is increasing. From Table 1 -7, it can be seen that as epsilon is increasing ML-II estimators under the two considered base priors under SELF and LINEX loss functions by considering Type II censoring or the sampling scheme of Bartholomew comes near i.e., for, ϵ = 0 we get the Bayes estimate under the base prior. As the value of ϵ increases the estimator tends to include more part of the data dependent prior. All the estimates are showing that ML-II estimator are robust with respect to the change in base. From Table 6 , it can be seen that under SELF and the sampling scheme of Bartholomew as termination time t o is increasing the posterior risk and ML-II posterior variance decreases. It is also seen from Table 6 , that under LINEX loss function and the sampling scheme of Bartholomew as termination time t o is increasing the posterior risk decreases. From Table 1 and Table 6 we also conclude that under the sampling scheme of Bartholomew posterior risk and ML-II posterior variance are higher as compare to Type II censoring scheme. Thus we can say Type II censoring scheme provides better estimates. Also, as the posterior risk under LINEX loss function are lesser than the posterior risk under SELF, therefore LINEX loss function is better than SELF.
